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(c) The following factors must be 
considered in making a determination 
as to the overall legitimacy of a spe-
cific recycling activity. 

(1) The generator and the recycler 
should manage the hazardous sec-
ondary material as a valuable com-
modity. Where there is an analogous 
raw material, the hazardous secondary 
material should be managed, at a min-
imum, in a manner consistent with the 
management of the raw material. 
Where there is no analogous raw mate-
rial, the hazardous secondary material 
should be contained. Hazardous sec-
ondary materials that are released to 
the environment and are not recovered 
immediately are discarded. 

(2) The product of the recycling proc-
ess does not 

(i) Contain significant concentra-
tions of any hazardous constituents 
found in Appendix VIII of part 261 that 
are not found in analogous products; or 

(ii) Contain concentrations of any 
hazardous constituents found in Appen-
dix VIII of part 261 at levels that are 
significantly elevated from those found 
in analogous products; or 

(iii) Exhibit a hazardous char-
acteristic (as defined in part 261 sub-
part C) that analogous products do not 
exhibit. 

(3) In making a determination that a 
hazardous secondary material is legiti-
mately recycled, persons must evaluate 
all factors and consider legitimacy as a 
whole. If, after careful evaluation of 
these other considerations, one or both 
of the factors are not met, then this 
fact may be an indication that the ma-
terial is not legitimately recycled. 

However, the factors in this para-
graph do not have to be met for the re-
cycling to be considered legitimate. In 
evaluating the extent to which these 
factors are met and in determining 
whether a process that does not meet 
one or both of these factors is still le-
gitimate, persons can consider the pro-
tectiveness of the storage methods, ex-
posure from toxics in the product, the 
bioavailability of the toxics in the 
product, and other relevant consider-
ations. 

[73 FR 64759, Oct. 30, 2008] 
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Subparts F–G [Reserved] 
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APPENDIX IX TO PART 261—WASTES EXCLUDED 
UNDER §§ 260.20 AND 260.22 

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 6905, 6912(a), 6921, 
6922, 6924(y) and 6938. 

SOURCE: 45 FR 33119, May 19, 1980, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Subpart A—General 

§ 261.1 Purpose and scope. 
(a) This part identifies those solid 

wastes which are subject to regulation 
as hazardous wastes under parts 262 
through 265, 268, and parts 270, 271, and 
124 of this chapter and which are sub-
ject to the notification requirements of 
section 3010 of RCRA. In this part: 

(1) Subpart A defines the terms 
‘‘solid waste’’ and ‘‘hazardous waste’’, 
identifies those wastes which are ex-
cluded from regulation under parts 262 
through 266, 268 and 270 and establishes 
special management requirements for 
hazardous waste produced by condi-
tionally exempt small quantity genera-
tors and hazardous waste which is re-
cycled. 

(2) Subpart B sets forth the criteria 
used by EPA to identify characteristics 

of hazardous waste and to list par-
ticular hazardous wastes. 

(3) Subpart C identifies characteris-
tics of hazardous waste. 

(4) Subpart D lists particular haz-
ardous wastes. 

(b)(1) The definition of solid waste 
contained in this part applies only to 
wastes that also are hazardous for pur-
poses of the regulations implementing 
subtitle C of RCRA. For example, it 
does not apply to materials (such as 
non-hazardous scrap, paper, textiles, or 
rubber) that are not otherwise haz-
ardous wastes and that are recycled. 

(2) This part identifies only some of 
the materials which are solid wastes 
and hazardous wastes under sections 
3007, 3013, and 7003 of RCRA. A material 
which is not defined as a solid waste in 
this part, or is not a hazardous waste 
identified or listed in this part, is still 
a solid waste and a hazardous waste for 
purposes of these sections if: 

(i) In the case of sections 3007 and 
3013, EPA has reason to believe that 
the material may be a solid waste 
within the meaning of section 1004(27) 
of RCRA and a hazardous waste within 
the meaning of section 1004(5) of RCRA; 
or 

(ii) In the case of section 7003, the 
statutory elements are established. 

(c) For the purposes of §§ 261.2 and 
261.6: 

(1) A ‘‘spent material’’ is any mate-
rial that has been used and as a result 
of contamination can no longer serve 
the purpose for which it was produced 
without processing; 

(2) ‘‘Sludge’’ has the same meaning 
used in § 260.10 of this chapter; 

(3) A ‘‘by-product’’ is a material that 
is not one of the primary products of a 
production process and is not solely or 
separately produced by the production 
process. Examples are process residues 
such as slags or distillation column 
bottoms. The term does not include a 
co-product that is produced for the 
general public’s use and is ordinarily 
used in the form it is produced by the 
process. 

(4) A material is ‘‘reclaimed’’ if it is 
processed to recover a usable product, 
or if it is regenerated. Examples are re-
covery of lead values from spent bat-
teries and regeneration of spent sol-
vents. In addition, for purposes of 
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